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Ride sharing for her & him
The sharing economy is growing, and so is the use of ride sharing,
meaning that drivers and potential passengers are brought together via
a digital “service platform”. As GoMore is the largest platform of its kind
in Denmark, we used its users as a reference for this study.
What makes ride sharing into a great experience - for her and him? Initial
studies indicate that female and male users have different concerns and
preferences when it comes to ride sharing.
This qualitative user study is set to provide additional insights about the
specific female and male motivators and barriers in ride sharing.
design-people’s expert team for user insights with at gender lens has
conducted this study and a group of students has contributed to the
field work. Here we deliver key findings and a set of recommendations
for further improvement of ride sharing user experiences for all kinds of
users.
We hope the results of our work inspires you. Your questions or
comments to this study are more than welcome.
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Sharing economy - Focus on transportation
GOODS

Loaner products, Pre-owned
goods, Bespoke goods

SPACE

Work space, Rental optimization, Personal space

LOGISTICS

Shipping, Local delivery,
Storage

SERVICES

Personal, Business

TRANSPORTATION
Ride sharing, Car sharing,
Transportation services

MONEY

Moneylending, Crowdfunding

LEARNING

Peer to peer, Instructor-led

Focus of
this study

FOOD

Shared prep, Shared food
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ENERGY

User data from GoMore

“New numbers from GoMore show that 8 out of 10 rides have a man behind
the wheel. The opposite is the case when it comes to the back seat - here 6 out
of 10 passengers are women.

In total 58% of GoMore members are women, meanwhile 42% are men.”

Numbers from GoMore, 2014
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The study in short
A qualitative user study

The GoMore users

Methodology

Geography

12 male and 15 female users of
GoMore

19 semi-structured interviews at the
users’ home/work place

Denmark

ғ Passengers/Drivers
ғ Students/Working

2 focus groups at the design-people
research facilities
Expert analysis
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The research and analysis we conducted
Research foundation
ғ We recruited through network and social media
ғ Our research themes was based on knowledge about
gender differences in technology
ғ We utilized expert knowledge in psychology and
anthropology

Analysis
ғ We coded and clustered knowledge
ғ We did a motivation and barriers analysis
ғ We deducted male and female key preferences
ғ We created recommendations on how to create
winning experiences in the ride sharing economy - for
her and him
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Research themes

ғ Attitude towards ride sharing (GoMore)
ғ The ride sharing experience
ғ The app experience
ғ The online web experience
ғ The passenger/driver experience
ғ The first time use
ғ The everyday use
ғ Attitudes towards the sharing economy
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Embracing the customer journey
From initial interest to recurrent use of ride sharing

USE

AWARENESS

SIGN UP

USE

Download
app
Influencers

Create/
book lift
Create
profile

Testimonials

Rating

Research

Pick-up/
drop-off
Registration

News and
media

SIGN UP

First use

Recommendations
Ride
Web access
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The ride sharing users we met*
MALE

PASSENGER

FEMALE

Kathrine, 24 år

Maria, 24 år

Mie, 24 år

Marianne, 23 år

Mette, 45 år

Jeanette, 32 år

Maria, 30 år

Jonas, 25 år

John, 28 år

Simon, 24 år

Caglar, 24 år

Søren, 51 år

DRIVER

Nada, 34 år

Ane, 22 år

PASSENGER AND
DRIVER

Laura, 21 år

Anne, 21 år

Anne, 26 år

Martin, 29 år

Tine, 24 år

Tobias, 23 år

Thomas, 55 år

*All users have been anonymized according to the Danish Act on Processing of Personal Data
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Our finding and conclusions
Creating winning experiences
in the (ride) sharing economy
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Key motivators and barriers - for ride sharing
For all involved users
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I want to reduce
my transportation
expenses

I am opposed to public
transportation (DSB)

I want to do something
good for the environment

I sometimes dread the
social obligation to
make conversation

I love meeting new
and interesting
people

The inflation of rating
system reduces my
trust

What matters in ride sharing - to her & him

Convenient
from A to B

Having common interests

Ease of use

Safety
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Connecting and
sharing

The car
(secondary)

What matters to her
Her key preferences in ride sharing

I like our community
transport scheme at the
office. It’s always a fixed
price, the same pick-up
location and it fits my
time schedule.

GoMore could have a larger
penalty for drivers who cancels trips. Cancelled trips is
one of the worst things about
GoMore - it messes up my
plans.

Maria, 30 år

Kathrine, 24 år

Passenger

Passenger

Convenient from A to B
For the female user GoMore is merely a
pragmatic tool. It helps her get hasslefree from A to B. She values direct routes
as well as conveniently located and
timed pick-up and drop-offs. Reliability
is also of importance. Cancelled trips
and changes in the pre-arranged times
for pick-up demand additional time and
effort.

The only thing that could make
me stop using GoMore is the
logistics. If I need to meet at an
inconvenient location or take
a bus after the lift, then I wont
bother.
Mette, 45 år
Passenger
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I sometimes miss information about pick-up
and drop-off location as
well as a more specific
location of via points.
Ane, 22 år
Passenger

What matters to her
Her key preferences in ride sharing

I sometimes experience
troubles with the app, so I
typically use the computer
to book lifts.
Mette, 45 år
Passenger

Ease of use
Since GoMore is a pragmatic tool she
not only values hassle-free transport
but also a service that lets her book
and handle trips in an easy and
effective manner. She values easy
interaction and navigation and few
dedicated functionalities. As a result she
sometimes turn to the GoMore web page
for booking which provides overview
and a feeling of fail-proof interaction.
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I almost always use the
GoMore web page. It
provides me with better
overview and I feel like I
am more guided.
Kathrine, 24 år
Passenger

What matters to her
Her key preferences in ride sharing

I look at people’s ratings, recommendations and number of
lifts when choosing a driver. I
often choose lifts where other
people have booked already.
Anne, 26 år

Safety
Feeling safe when using GoMore is
very important to the female user.
The thought of driving with strangers
rises many concerns, thus ratings,
recommendations and user information
is of high importance. Trust in GoMore as
a safe and reliable service is paramount
and she often turns to means outside
GoMore to “measure” co-riders,
especially if she is a novice user.
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Passenger
and driver

I often look people up
on facebook to find out
more about the passengers before a lift.
Anne, 21 år
Passenger
and driver

First time I used GoMore I
chose a lift with female passengers. The driver was a
man and I wanted to make
sure there were other people
in the car in case he was a
“sicko”.
Maria, 30 år
Passenger

What matters to him
His key preferences in ride sharing

The free cinnamon buns
at Q8 is a nice thing.
It provides a common
experience for all in the
car.

I always look at the person on
Facebook prior to the lift to get
to know them. It somehow creates a relation before the ride.

Martin, 29 år

Martin, 29 år
Driver

Driver

Having common interests
The male user is sensitive to the social
environment in the car and are not
particularly fond of the, at times, trivial
and awkward small talk at the beginning
of the ride. Hence, he values information
about his fellow passengers/driver,
hoping to find common interests and
occupation. He hopes to transition
from small talk to topics that interests
him more quickly and avoid awkward
situations.

A good conversation equals a good
trip and a bad conversation equals
a bad trip. Awkward situations are
the worst I know.
Common interests are important
that’s why I often choose male
drivers my own age.
John, 28 år
Passenger
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It calms me if there are several people
taking the lift. Then there is more
people to keep the conversation going.
If I get the chance I take the backseat
- there you are less obliged to carry
on a conversation
Asbjørn, 30 år
Passenger

What matters to him
His key preferences in ride sharing

I have sometimes shared quite
personal information during a lift.
GoMore provides an unprejudiced
person to talk to - a person you never
see again.

Connecting and sharing

Spending time with strangers in a
confined space for a long period of time
also provides a great space for deep and
meaningful conversation.
This dimension provides meaning
to what would otherwise be trivial
small talk. He enjoys learning and
experiencing something new and
perhaps even creating job opportunities
and sustainable connections.

I like if people have an interesting job
or education.
Martin, 29 år
Driver

Søren, 26 år

Passenger and driver
I like driving with younger
people, because they keep me
updated.
I like to check out what type of
person people are when choosing passengers.
Thomas, 55 år
Driver
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I like having deep
conversations with
people. When I talk to
my friends it is often
the same things we talk
about.

What matters to him
His key preferences in ride sharing

The car doesn’t
mean everything
but I like nice cars the never the better.
Tobias, 23 år
Passenger and driver

The car (secondary)
For the male user utilising GoMore as a
means of transportation is a chance to
experience and explore cars he wouldn’t
normally have access to. Even though
he recognizes that the type of car isn’t
everything the chance to drive a fancy
car excites him.
Furthermore, he tend to avoid small
cars to increase comfort. Thus, he is
interested in information about the
brand and model when booking.

I don’t want to ride in a bad
car. Off course the person
driving is most important but
the car he/she has also says a
lot about the person.
John, 28 år
Passenger

I like it if the driver
drives a big fancy
car, like a BMW or a
Mercedes.
Søren, 51 år
Passenger
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Our recommendations
Creating winning experiences
in the (ride) sharing economy
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Winning ride sharing experiences

Meaningful
benefits
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Easy to use

Desirable

A winning ride sharing experience - for her

Get her convenient from
A to B
Make it easy for her to identify the most
convenient ride, e.g. most convenient
pick-up and drop-off location (from
home, work, school, etc.) and perhaps
even the flexibility of the driver/
passenger - think “build your own route”.
Furthermore, provide her with a reliable
ride or maybe a “fall back” plan if things
don’t go as scheduled.
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Make it ease for her to use

Make her feel safe

Provide her with overview, simple
interaction and navigation, e.g. by
limiting number of steps and transitions
and facilitating easy access to most used
functionalities and useful information.

It is paramount for her that she feels safe
when using GoMore and that she trusts
in the people she meets. Thus reliable
and sufficient information about drivers
and passengers and reviews addressing
her valued parameters is paramount.
Perhaps highlighting users she has
travelled with before and trusts or
provide her with a direct link to facebook
profile.

A winning ride sharing experience - for him

Help him connect
Provide him with information about
job-details and profession to facilitate
network opportunities and give him the
possibility to connect outside GoMore
(LinkedIn, Facebook, etc.).
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Help him avoid awkward
situations

Highlight information about
the car (secondary)

Provide him with information about
interests and occupation of his co-riders,
he is often more comfortable driving with
people similar to himself.
The user information might help him
during conversations and perhaps even
trigger his curiosity about users before
the ride.

Since the male user is interested in
information about the driver’s car,
especially if it is a car that catches his
attention, this information could be
prioritized more. Perhaps even a search
filter for the truly interested.

How to frame a user segmentation?
User segments and criteria

POTENTIALLY RELEVANT

Ethnicity

Experience

DANISH /
OTHER

NOVICE /
EXPERIENCED

Roles

PASSENGER /
DRIVER

Culture

DANISH /
OTHER

Occupation

Gender

STUDYING /
WORKING

FEMALE /
MALE

ADRESSED IN THIS
STUDY
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During the research 3 criteria were deliberately
addressed: Passenger/Driver, Student/Working,
Male/Female.
The research showed that these criteria are decisive
for the motivations, barriers and needs of the users.
Furthermore, these criteria are interlinked and
construct different valid user segments which are
worth exploring further (e.g. the studying female
passenger and the working male driver) .
The research also revealed 3 potential criteria
to take into account during development and
marketing; ethnicity, culture, experience. The
ethnicity is important due to the bias that goes
with looking different, the gender norms and view
on homosexuality might vary between culture and
finally we found that novice users are more prone to
use the GoMore website, which provides overview,
and are more sensitive to safety-related concerns
than highly experienced users.

Memorable findings
THE PRAGMANTIC AND HEDONIC GENDER SPLIT
Based on the research findings it was clear that the female
and male users have a slightly different approach when using
GoMore. Whereas the female users wants GoMore to provide
them with an easy and convenient way of getting form one
place to another the male users are more sensitive to the social
experience. This indicates that the female users have a more
pragmatic relationship to GoMore, while GoMore hold a more
hedonic value to the male users.

PRAGMATIC

THE (TWO-SIDED) SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SOCIAL
EXPERIENCE FOR MEN
Contrary to what one might expect, the male users were more
occupied with the social dimension of using GoMore than the
female users. Some male users get a kick out of meeting new
people and for others the though of being “trapped” together
with strangers creates an undesired obligation to converse.
This finding was also striking to GoMore who are currently
highlighting the social experience of using GoMore in their
marketing. On the basis of the finding GoMore are facing two
questions:
1. Is the social experience the right story to tell to female
prospective users?

HEDONIC
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2. Does the social experience marketing story scare some male
prospective users?

Taking action on the potentials

We hope you enjoyed the read of this study about women and men’s preferences regarding (ride) sharing economy. It’s far
from covering all aspects of ride sharing and user segmentation but hopefully some new and inspiring aspects are valuable to
you.
design-people has successfully supported our current customer base to increase their revenues by providing the
following services:
ғIn depth user (and not-yet user) studies. Analysis of customer journey and touch point experiences - with a gender lens.
ғRecommendations for improvements of all aspects of customer experience and communication followed by a cocreation workshop.
ғTranslation of users insights into tangible innovation: new concepts, product- and app design as well as communication
and Go2market - with involvement of target groups on the way
Contact us to discover what you and your company can further achieve and let’s create winning experiences together.
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Initial design ideas
Translating user insights into
winning ride sharing experiences
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How to make her and him choose you?
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Get her convenient from A to B

Provide her with
pick-up and dropoff points that
matter to her
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Hjem

Get her convenient from A to B

Show her drivers/
passengers with a high
degree of flexibility (in
terms of location and
time)
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Make her feel safe

Highlight the drivers/
passengers she has
driven with before and
trusts
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Help him connect

Include a link to
social media (LinkedIn,
Facebook, etc.)

Facebook
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Help him avoid awkward situations

Provide him with
information about
interests of the
driver/passengers
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Interests
Animals
Art
Travel

“We experienced the GoMore customer experience study as very professional. It’s
findings and recommendations made us more sharp on the real benefits our service
provides, including for which users and in which situations.
As GoMore is a service with broad appeal, the challenge for us is to develop it in a
targeted way. That’s why your focus on different user profiles’ GoMore experience
(and on gender differences) was very valuable to us.”

Frederik Nellemann

Chief Product Officer, GoMore
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Why design-people?
design-people is an ambitious Scandinavian innovation- and design firm
with a strong focus on customer experience and business growth.
We are here to help you combine target group understanding with innovation and business
development. With our innovation-, design and communication skills we translate deep
insights into to winning customer experiences and increased turnover.
Our team designs products, digital services, user guides, packaging and communication
material – with your branded experience DNA.
As our work creates remarkable results, we have been able to attract renowned clients all over
the world - like Danfoss, Nilfisk, Kenwood, LG and Microsoft.
Over the past last 10 years design-people’s clients have received more than 25 international
innovation & design awards for outstanding designs and digital services. These recognitions go
along with substantial progress in our client’s sales and brand value.
Whenever appropriate we involve female users as a benchmark and inspiration for creating
innovative user experiences that offer: meaningful benefits, ease-of-use, attractive design
and effective communication. Women constitute fast growing buying power all over the world
– but they are underrepresented in tech-development. This opens a door for growing our
clients’ businesses by giving them a competitive edge in terms of women’s purchase decisions.
An “inspired by women” benchmark leads to solutions that resonate with the mainstream
market.
Our diverse team of 20+ consist of market- & user insight experts, experience innovators,
product- & digital designers as well as communication experts. Let’s create winning customer
experiences – to give you a cutting edge in the growing digital economy.
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Let’s create winning experiences!
- and start with a talk about how to advance your business

Klaus Schroeder
Innovation director, partner/CEO
ks@design-people.com
++45 70 22 64 62
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Martin Ibsen
Digital director
mi@design-people.com
+45 20 91 21 94
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